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Nature’s Special Issue: Big Data

• Big influxes of data have transformed 
researchers’ understanding of nature
– ~1.8 million named species: sequences, 

genes, proteins, interactions, pathways, … 
plus variants

• We need more computers and people
• Wikiomics – mashup of people, data, and 

computers

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Recently a special issue titled “Big Data” was published in Nature. In this issue, it talks how big influxes of data have transformed researchers’ understanding nature. In the case of life sciences, there are about 1.8 million named species. Thanks to high throughput technologies, many of these species come with very large datasets of diverse types. These include sequences, genes, proteins, interactions, pathways, plus variants that can amplify the size of data exponentially. We definitely need more computers and people to deal with these dataIn the special issue, one of the articles talk about wikiomics describing how to use wiki technologies to support large community data annoation and collaboration such as the wikipedia community



Short Head vs. Long Tail of 
Knowledge

• Traditional media revolves around the Short Head – a few number of 
publishers putting out lots of content

• “Web 2.0” media revolves around community generated content – a 
huge population of individuals each generating a (relatively) small 
amount of content
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TV/Hollywood

Consumer Reports
Olympics

Encyclopedia Britannica

The Long Tail

Blogs
YouTube

Amazon reviews
American Idol

Wikipedia

“Community intelligence”



The Long Tail of Encyclopedias

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Size_comparisons, July 2008

An expert-led investigation carried out by 
Nature … revealed numerous errors in 
both encyclopaedias, but among 42 
entries tested, the difference in accuracy 
was not particularly great: the average 
science entry in Wikipedia contained 
around four inaccuracies; Britannica, 
about three. 

• Wiki: “… a website that allows the visitors themselves to easily add, remove, 
and otherwise edit and change available content, typically without the need for 
registration.”

• Wikipedia: “the free encyclopedia that anyone can edit.”



Bio-Wiki Projects
• Wiki Pathways
• Gene Wiki
• Wiki Gene
• Wiki Protein
• Proteopedia
• SNPedia
• …

• Standalone wiki sites vs. sites that are tapped 
into Wikipedia

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the past year, we have seen a rise in the number of biowiki community projects including …These biowiki projects feature different types of data and target different communities. It uses different wiki technologies with different features. In general, these wiki projects are divided into two types: standalone wiki sites vs sites that are tapped into wikipedia.



Something Wiki This Way Comes
(Friend S, Schadt E. (2009) Nature 458(7234):13 )

“… it is possible to build frameworks that 
other people could add data to — and at 
that point, the scale and scope became 
very large. And we felt that it was right to go 
ahead and start that now.” 



Neuroscience Wiki This Way Comes

• If we have “calling on million minds for 
community annotation in Wikiproteins” why 
not “calling on trillion neurons for 
community annotation in WikiNeuron”



WikiNeuron +

Neuroscience Wiki This Way Comes

Semantic & 
collaborative
Neuroscience 
Wiki



Diverse types of brain data at different levels

Courtesy of NIDA



Barriers to Data Integration
• Well known problems

– Inconsistent and sparse annotation of 
scientific data

– Many different names for the same thing
– Different ways of classification
– No standards for data exchange or annotation 

at the semantic level
• Find images of corticospinal tract?



Cerebral peduncle

Internal capsule

Corticospinal tract

Terminology is 
used 
inconsistently;  
there are 
many names 
for the same 
structure



Barriers to data integration (cont’d)

– What genes are found in the cerebral cortex
• That depends on your definition of cerebral cortex



Cerebral Cortex
Atlas Children Parent
Genepaint Neocortex, Olfactory cortex (Olfactory 

bulb;  piriform cortex), hippocampus
Telencephalon

ABA Cortical plate, Olfactory areas, 
Hippocampal Formation

Cerebrum

MBAT (cortex) Hippocampus, Olfactory, Frontal, 
Perirhinal cortex, entorhinal cortex

Forebrain

MBL Doesn’t appear

GENSAT Not defined Telencephalon

BrainInfo frontal lobe, insula, temporal lobe, 
limbic lobe, occipital lobe

Telencephalon

Brainmaps
Entorhinal, insular, 6, 8, 4, A SII 17, 
Prp, SI

Telencephalon



Wikipedia

DBpedia

A Semantic Mismatch between Wikipedia and DBpedia



WikiNeuron
• It is conceived as collaborative knowledge 

acquisition, annotation, and integration for 
neurosciences

• This prototype is developed by SenseLab in 
collaboration with NIF (Neuroscience 
Information Framework)

• It is implemented using Semantic MediaWiki 
(SMW), which is a semantic extension of 
MediaWiki that drives large-scale community 
projects like Wikipedia



• The goal of NIF is to develop an inventory of information and 
other resources within a framework that enables 
neuroscientists to identify resources relevant to their 
research needs.

• It is funded by the NIH Blueprint for Neuroscience Research
• Yale SenseLab is part of NIF (Other members include: 

UCSD, George Mason U.,  Ca. Tech., Cornell University)
• Leverage NIF resources 

• NIFSTD (NIF Standard)
• ontologies

• NeuroLex
• Use NeuroLex to provide a skeletal structure (categories) as 

well as standard IDs and terms for identifying and annotating 
resources (data)

Collaboration with NIF



Current Structure of NIFSTD

• NIF 1.0
• http://purl.org/nif/ontology/nif.owl
• Single inheritance trees with minimal cross domain and intradomain properties
• Human readable definitions (not complete yet)

NIFSTD

Macroscopic
AnatomyOrganism

NS 
Dysfunction

NS Function

Quality

Molecule Investigation
Subcellular 
Anatomy

Macromolecule Gene

Molecule Descriptors

Techniques

Reagent Protocols

Cell

Resource Instruments

http://purl.org/nif/ontology/nif.owl


Anatomy Cell Type Cellular
Component

Small
Molecule

Neuro-
transmitter

Transmembrane
Receptor

GABA GABA-R

Transmitter
Vesicle

Terminal Axon
Bouton

Presynaptic
density

Purkinje
Cell

Neuron

Dentate 
Nucleus
Neuron

CNS

Cpllection of 
Deep Cerebellar

Nuclei

Purkinje
Cell Layer

Dentate
Nucleus

Cytoarchitectural
Part of

Cerebellar Cortex

Expressed in

Located in “Bridge files”



Overview of SMW
• It is page-centric. There are different types of 

pages:
– Categories: support of hierarchical structure

• E.g., Person is a category, Scientist can be a subcategory of 
Peron

– Articles: they are category instances/members
• E.g., The home page of Jone Smith is an article page of the 

Category Person

• Properties: attributes that are used to annotate 
page contents and relate pages
– E.g., Address, Age, Sex, Email, and Friends are 

properties of Jone Smith



Overview of SMW
• It provides an internal semantic query language

• It supports SPARQL endpoint

• It supports Open Linked Data through a utility that 
allows RDF data export

• It has extensions such as the Halo extension that 
allows incorporation of ontologies into semantic 
annotation of wiki content.



Semantic Wiki Structure
• Categories (e.g., brain regions, neurons, molecules)

• These categories and their subcategories are used to 
represent diverse types of data at different levels

• Article pages are generated from different sources and 
assigned to category pages

• Category and article pages can have properties 
associated with them. These properties can also be used 
to relate between category/article pages.



Example Categories
• Brain

– Brain Region
• Cerebellum, Hippocampus, Neocortex, …

– Neuron
• Principal neuron

– CA1 Pyramidal Neuron, Cerebellar Purkinje Neuron, …
• Interneuron

– Cerebellar Granule Cell
– Neuronal Properties (Synapses)

• Receptor
– GABA-A receptor, …

• Transmitter
– Dopamine, …

• Current
– IA, …



NeuroLex Categories



NeuroLex Categories (cont’d)



WikiNeuron Articles



WikiNeuron Articles (cont’d)



WikiNeuron Articles (cont’d)



Semantic Trees of the Mind

Brain functions

Brain regions

Neurons

synapses

Data/paper page
Property connecting
Data/paper pages

Property connecting
Category pages

Category page

The diagram below 
shows the apical tufts of 
2 cortical layer V 
pyramidal cells filled 
with biocytin and 
stained with a Texas red 
/ avidin-D conjugate, 
then counterstained 
with a green fluorescent 
nissl stain. 

Neuroantonomy/Neurophysiology Forest (other forests can exist)

See next slide



Automatic Generation and Import 
of Data/Literature Pages

Triplestore

Relational database

Mapping between the 
source data structure
and the target semantic
Wiki page structure
(wiki template may 
facililate this mapping

paper

Multimedia data

Other (e.g., XML, CSV, …)



Mapping tools

• Get_external_data
– CSV, XML

• Open Biomedical Annotator
– Literature

• Triplestore (e.g., Virtuoso, Allegro Graph, 
Sesame, Oracle, …)
– RDF/OWL



Literature annotation: NCBO’s Open 
Biomedical Annotator

1

2



Future Directions

• Work with the NIF community to identify 
data sources that can be incorporated into 
WikiNeuron

• Work with other communities such as 
NCBO, HCLS IG, SIOC, Semantic Wiki

• Interface between Semantic Wiki, 
ontologies, social networking, and 
Semantic Web
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Demo

• Live demo
– http://bioinformatics.med.yale.edu/neurowiki/index.ph

p/Main_Page

• Screenshots

http://bioinformatics.med.yale.edu/neurowiki/index.php/Main_Page
http://bioinformatics.med.yale.edu/neurowiki/index.php/Main_Page


WikiNeuron (main page)



Image Map
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End of Demo
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